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Conclave 2003
By Kenn Lively

he 20th annual British Motoring
Conclave Ride the Rockies tour had
everything—everything Mother Nature had in
her bag of tricks, that is. All week the weather
extrapolaters preached dire warnings for
Saturday and for once they got it right. At one
point during the ride, the ground and trees
were covered with a white frosting that
looked suspiciously like the first snow of the
season—nah—it couldn’t be, could it?
It was only chilly with a threatening
overcast when the members of Minis Of The
Rockies (MOTR) gathered with the other
optimistic British vehicle owners for the start
of the rally in Arvada’s Memorial Park.
Packets were collected, cars were ogled and
pleasantries exchanged and then came the
drivers meeting: “All convertibles must travel
with their tops down,” the leader exclaimed
as he handed out the rally instructions (he was
joking).
After looking at the rally instructions,
Kenn Lively said he knew just where the
group was going—a big mistake. After a brief
discussion the other MOTRheads voted Kenn
the leader of the pack (even without the
benefit of a navigator). Kenn tried to back
out, but everyone fell in behind him at the
start.

T

The conga line dances toward the mountains
The route was a modified version of one
of MOTR’s favorite rides: through Golden
Gate Canyon State Park, north on Peak-toPeak Highway then left on Highway 7 to
Estes Park. After Estes Park, the ride was a
straightforward shot down the canyon through
Lyons and on to Longmont for a late lunch at

the Left Hand Tap House.
The only really exciting part of the ride
was the unimpeded drive through Golden
Gate Canyon. The pace was not quite up to
the usual MOTR standards, but, hey, some of
the time it was snowing, some of the time it
was raining, and some of the time the fast line
was dry through the twisty bits (yeehah!). By
the time the in-tandem Minis made it to the
top of the canyon, they were once again in
line behind slightly slower vehicles and the
outing remained a casual stroll along Peak-toPeak.
With ten Minis in tow, Kenn couldn’t
very well start passing everyone, so he settled
down and just followed along to Estes Park,
where he made a wrong turn (remember, he
had no navigator). The Hovsepians were
honking, blinking their lights, and waving as
Kenn made the wrong turn but he didn’t
notice–he was looking ahead, not behind.
When Kenn finally realized he was driving on
the wrong road and pulled over a huge string
of British cars was behind him—several nonMinis included. Apparently there was an error
in the rally instructions and the non-Mini fell
in behind the pod of Minis because they

Cold and grey for the Ride the Rockies lineup
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Lucky for
Mini owners, the
Mini area has
been expanded.
When the first
MOTRheads
arrived there
were two signs:
BMW Minis on
one side and
Minis on the
The Conclave was packed
other. Strangely,
Let’s get this party started
the BMW Mini
sign developed wanderlust and perambulated Minis that were in attendance at the
looked like they knew where they were going. over and lay down under a tree root and was Conclave’s10th when MOTR was born.
It was a great day for kicking tyres,
never seen again. Must have napped.
Ooops.
At this point Kenn took a vote to see if
everyone wanted to just head for Longmont
and the Left Hand Tap House and the
measure overwhelmingly passed. On the road
again . . .
The pub had good grub, but sloooooow
service. Ah, well, there was plenty of time to
compare notes about the various segments of
the ride and bask in the heat and sunshine of
Longmont. Good thing, too, because it was
still overcast in Denver when the MOTR
Circle up the Minis
group finally got back to town.
The turnout was fantastic, with British talking Minis, MOTR, and discussing the joys
Sunday was a completely different
weather story: a perfect day. The kind of day vehicles scattered over every inch of the park, of Lucas electrics. The MOTR booth made a
the Chamber of Commerce brags wear-a-coat and someone said there were 31 Minis at the great place for people to congregate, and
morning and a shorts-and-sandals afternoon. Conclave. It was a far cry from the half dozen several license place surrounds were sold,
along with some bottled water (with British
marque water bottles included). Seven
participants signed up for a free copy of the
newsletter, and three became new members
(welcome!)
As usual at the Conclave, it took longer
to tally the votes than anticipated, and it was
after 2:00 when the winners for each class
were announced. In classic Minis, Jon Tracey
was first with his immaculately prepared red
and black Mini, Chris Cooley was second
with his beautiful race car, and John Willy
was in third place. No one could remember
which car had been John Willy’s, and many
of the participants had already left.
The person collecting the results for
MOTR slipped a little when writing down the
The center of the Mini area
winners for the neo Minis. His list read David
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Kenn passed around all the pictures he
took on the trip to Victoria. There just wasn’t
enough room in the newsletter for all of
them. He also pointed out the picture of the
Mini that beat him out for first place in the
full custom category. It was a brilliant gold
Mini with a Honda VTEC conversion that

M.O.T.R. Meeting

Minis under the trees
Briminbauer, first place, Allen Lusk, second
place, and Tom Braum, third place.
Who really won, anyway? Everyone
won. These are the kinds of event that go into
the savor stack to be pulled out during the
cold of winter.
************************

MOTR Meeting
he September business meeting of
Minis Of The Rockies (MOTR) was
short and noisier than usual. The social
meeting was longer, but still noisier than
usual. The standard meeting place upstairs at
Pint’s Pub was still occupied when the first
MOTR members trickled in. It seems another
group had quadrupled in size between the
reservation and the reality and they were
staying longer than anticipated. The manager
fell all over himself in abject apology and
swore it would never happen again, so
MOTR met downstairs in the pub proper.
President Kenn Lively handed the gavel to
one of the tables and admonished them to
clobber the table with it whenever the decibel
level reached the threshold of pain. They only
had to bang it twice–probably a new low for
the banging of the gavel at a MOTR meeting.

T

Steve and Tracy Schuster brought the
new MOTR stickers to sell. The new 7-year
vinyl MOTR logo stickers are $2 each and
business was brisk. Order yours by sending
an e-mail to kennlively@bod.net with
stickers in the title and amount in the
message and Kenn will bring them to the
next meeting.
The treasurers report was thin on exact
and long on dwindle, as in the treasury is
getting low with all the recent purchases. He
recommends that we go slower until dues are
paid (between now and January).

The $100k Mini gets back

Tuesday, October 7,
7:30 P.M.
Pints Pub
221 West 13th Ave
The meeting is upstairs. Members
arrive around 7:00 and the business
meeting starts around 8:00. The 50/50
raffle is the last order of business.
Rides for 2004 will be the main topic
of discussion.

forced the Mini to be extended ten
inches in the front. It also had 19"
wheels that pushed the fender
flares wider than group 5 flares.
Reportedly the owner has spent
over $100k on the car, and it
wasn’t running at the time of the
meet–still some bugs to work out.
It also couldn’t steer–the wheels
hit the flares when turned. It beat
Kenn’s Mini by less than one
point. Did anyone mention that the
owners of the gold Mini were also
major sponsors of the Meet?
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Kenn also showed off the innovative
name tags from Mini Meet West: they had a
picture of the wearers Mini on the back (if
one was sent in with the registration) and
were great for introductions: “Hi, I’m Bob
from Minis Of The Rockies. Here’s my
Mini,” turning over the name tag. The picture
of the Mini was also on the placard displayed
on the car for the Concours–another nice
touch. Perhaps if MOTR ever again embarks
on the arduous journey of hosting a Minis in
the Middle Meet, these innovations could be
incorporated. The next Left Coast meets
Right Coast Mini Meet in 2004 is taken–it
will be in Rockford, Illinois, but maybe by
2009 MOTR will have forgotten how
difficult it was to host and be willing to
volunteer. The West Meets East event for
2004 will be held June 29 through July
1–Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday–which is
six weeks earlier than the 2003 Mini Meet
West (see ad).
Kenn read a letter from a new Mini
owner who attended Mini Meet East in her
neo Mini and was ridiculed and
disparaged. It was the opening salvo in the
neo MINI vs the classic Mini discussion
(see MOTRmouth). The members rapidly
agreed that any Mini is a Mini and is
welcome at any and all of MOTR’s
functions (as long as the dues are paid)
without worrying about disparaging
remarks or harassment. ’Nuff said.
The 20th annual Colorado British
Motoring Conclave was discussed next
(see Conclave this issue).
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Kenn pointed out an error
in the last newsletter. It seems
in a moment of madness (a
moment?) Kenn had written
that the Hovsepians were
from Missouri when if fact
they are from Kansas, as in
Toto and Dorothy and
twisters. Kenn has already
apologized to Ararad and
Kimberly for his faux pas.
The Christmas party this
year (December 6) will be
held at Bob and Saskia
Stanley’s house. Saskia was kind enough to
volunteer the house when she realized they
would be in town for the holidays. Thanks,
Saskia. Everyone is looking forward to the
party.
Before and during the meeting, Armando
Martinez showed off the new calendar on his
laptop. He has 10 of the 12 months done and
just needs a few more pictures and dates to
complete it. It looks smashing.
The October meeting will be the one to
wrap up the ride dates for MOTRing next
year, so bring your suggestions. Kenn
suggested Independence Pass with lunch in
Aspen. Someone else suggested Trail Ridge
Road–there are some good rides out there.
Maybe another Pueblo ride with Jeff Zissler.
Armando won the 50/50 raffle just as the
meeting was gaveled to a close around 9:00.
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MOTRmouth
he recent hazing and denigrating of
a neo Mini at a Mini meet has raised
a huge controversy in the Mini world. Here
are some of the responses from various clubs:

T

he New England Mini Owners
(NEMO) feel we must speak out
against certain rather mean-spirited actions
exhibited to owners of new Minis at MME
2003.
Mainly Minis Montreal should be
commended for their quick response to this
problem, even to the point of refunding
money to the new Mini owners who left
because they felt so unwelcome. The antinew Mini sentiment was more in evidence in
Canada (numerous bumper stickers and
license plates as well as snide comments and
faked oil leaks) than in South Carolina at
MME 2002.
It is up to us, all Mini Clubs, to make a
stand against this type of exclusionary
activity. It is time we make a statement that
we do not approve of and will not tolerate
this type of hazing in our clubs. Some can
say it is all intended as a joke. The folks who
left the Meet and who say they will never
attend another MME were not laughing.
Mini Meet East has always been a
wonderful event for families to bring their
children to enjoy our love for Minis together.
The wedding proposal at this year’s Meet is
evidence that the Meets are an important part
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * of people’s lives. What kind of statement are
we making to the children if we do not
take a stand about this?
The new Mini has brought to us:

T

•

•

•

A fun, affordable British car that
can be purchased new at a local
dealer.
An increased interest in the Mini,
old and new, with everyone
wanting one. Some owners of new
Minis have reported their spouses,
upon seeing classic Minis at
events, want one of those, too!
An increase in our clubs’
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welcome all Minis/MINIs and their
derivatives to the 2004 meet. As vice
president of M.I.N.I. (Minis in Northern
•
Illinois) I would also like to say that we
welcome all Minis/MINIs into our club with
open arms. We have also seen a substantial
increase in membership from owners of the
•
new car and have seen quite a few folks who
own both classic and new. If you have any
questions or comments concerning next
As a club that welcomes all Minis, year’s meet, please feel free to contact me at
NEMO is making the following changes to cooper@tbc.net anytime. . . .
make sure all feel welcome:
Cheers, Rob Woelfle
Minis in Northern Illinois
• We will not condone any “new Mini
bashing” in our club or at our events
he Arizona Mini Owners (AMO) are
likely to result in the sort of reaction
also appalled that anyone could be
experienced at MME 2003.
so petty minded about the new cars, although
• We will no longer refer to Minis and when Philip and I were in the UK in May, we
MINIs, in spite of what MINI (Mini!) came across even stronger animosity. . . .We
USA does. All will be considered Minis make no distinction between the two Minis,
and will be welcome as such.
except to ask the newer ones to bear with the
• We will have New Member Events to limitations of the Classics! My Flossie can't
welcome new members to the group.
keep up with the youngster;, like her owner,
• We will encourage host clubs of future she's getting to be an old lady. Any event the
MMEs to keep the event open to new and AMO puts on will welcome the new ones.
old, with classes for each distinct type. Shirley.
Pres. AMO
If your club wants to be “Classic Minis
only,” that’s your decision. But you should
This controversy has been part and
identify yourselves as that, not a “Mini Club” parcel of the MINI from the time it was
which, by implication of name alone, is open conceived. When Rover still owned the Mini
to all, old and new. (New Mini owners will and announced that it was replacing the Mini
respect your decision and know your club is with the new Mini, the furor was gigantic.
not for them. They will join another or start Nothing could replace the beloved Mini, not
their own.)
even a new “improved” Mini–hadn’t that
Remember:
Bernd Pischetsrieder, been tried before with disastrous results with
former chairman of BMW who purchased the Marina?
Rover group to attain rights to the Mini, is
Rover stumbled through a couple of
directly related to Sir Alec Issigonis, designer years of prototypes and even built some
of the first Mini. And John Cooper endorsed running examples of “new” Minis before
the new Mini and lent his name to it. The finally deciding to engineer a totally modern
legacy is unquestionable. Let’s recognize it Mini, keeping the silhouette of the old Mini
and move on. Long live all Minis, young and as well as keeping in mind the fun factor.
old.
They succeeded, but opinions were still
New England Mini Owners
divided. Then came the sale of Rover to
BMW and BMW’s sale of everything nons chairman of next year’s North Mini.
American Mini Meet West meets
After BMW bought the new Mini and
East, I want to assure all of you that we will the Mini name, it had to sink millions of
memberships. (NEMO has increased
from 60 to over 100!)
Employment at dealerships for some of
our most enthusiastic Mini friends
(including Hrach Chekijian, Debbie
Franks, and Joyce and Mike Priest).
Way-cool events such as screenings of
“The Italian Job” compliments of
Paramount Pictures.

T
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dollars into the car to standardize the
components. None of the electrical modules
were compatible. In Britain, portions of the
car were farmed out to small local
companies, and it drove BMW nuts trying to
match up with their products. BMW ended up
redesigning much of the car. They also kept
the silhouette and the fun factors, and that’s
why it took so long for the first MINI to roll
off the assembly line. They assembly line
stayed in Britain as well, in the same physical
plant where the classic Mini had been
assembled.
The question of whether the new MINI is
a Mini is moot as far as MOTR is concerned.
The new Mini is a Mini, and the classic Mini
is a Mini. It’s a pointless question. Is the new
Chrysler still a Chrysler now that it’s part of
Daimler? That’s the same kind of question as
“Who’s buried in Grant’s tomb?”
The cars are different–one is definitely
larger than the other and has a lot more air
bags (classic Minis only have airbags behind
the steering wheel, not in them:-). They are,
however, still both Minis. This newsletter
will differentiate when necessary, using neo
and classic, but welcome one and all.
Kenn Lively
editor, MOTR News

************************

M.O.T.R. On

Date
October
November
December 6

AdMINIstrator
Open
Open
Christmas party

A
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Minis In Northern Illinois and the Mid-America Diehard Mini Enthusiasts Network are combining their efforts to
bring you the combined West meets East Mini Meet in 2004.
The event will be held at the Clock Tower Inn in Rockford Illinois, approximately 90 miles northwest of Chicago.
All Classic Minis and new MINIS and their derivatives are invited to attend. There will be a full schedule of events
including concourse, rally, autocross, kid’s activities, banquet and much. more
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Minis for Sale across the USA
1973 Austin Mini MKII 998 - *Price Changes* As much as I love this car, it must go – a house is more important to us at this time. This
car has been fully restored inside and out. The motor starts every time, and it is in perfect running condition--needs nothing under the hood.
The body has been taken all the way down to the metal, then repaired and sprayed with a coat of poly seal fiberglass, then primed with dark
red primer. The exterior paint is a red 2003 Volvo color with a Sikkens clear coat. All of the interior is new down to the last switch and
cable, I also had a custom black head liner made for this car(it looks great) . It is a left hand drive with the oval dash, which is painted the
same color as the car. It has all new flares and stainless steel screws, original 10"wheels,rings and caps, new bumpers, all new gaskets
behind door handles, hinges etc. I also have an extra set of 12 inch wheels with tires and an extra back seat. I could go on for hours about
this car, it means a lot to me and I just want to see it go to someone who will take care of it. I have many pictures I can send e-mail. Price
reduced for fast sell.
$ 8,995
CO
Danny
720-273-2776
dmsbassett@aol.com
26-Sep-03
1968 Morris Mini - Australian model 1100cc Morris Mini, a rare roll up window model with outside hinges. If you ever rode with sliders
you know how bad that can be. Runs good needs a little love and a floor patch on passenger side and a wheel cylinder. red paint and white
top looks great. priced to sell
$ 4,750
PA
E. Stace Leichliter
215-962-9480
nash26@msn.com
02-Oct-03
1975 Austin 1000 - Good solid, r/h/d classic red Mini with union jack roof. 998 motor equipped with, 1 1/2" HIF carb, 10" Star mag alloys,
overhauled drum brakes all round, and a center exit Peco exhaust system. Wide 165/60/10 tires, spotlamps on front with white stripes on
bonnet, makes it look real nice. Interior is original and in good shape and it has a center dash. Great sunroof to pop open for cruising. There
is no rust anywhere and its in great shape all round. Lots of chrome added, cooper badges, stripes, etc to make it a cooper lookalike. Runs
great and has been well kept. Has everyone looking when out on the road. E-mail me for pics.
$ 6,900
GA
G. Allen
770-335-1371
garyah63@msn.com
02-Oct-03
1973 Austin Cooper S 1380 - It’s a yellow and black Britax Cooper S replica titled as a 1973 Morris Mini. 1380 engine dyno’d at around
90hp and 90 torque. Straight cut gear box, 13 in wheels, disc brakes, electronic ignition, adjustable suspension, de-bumpered, tinted
windows, matching interior, nothing is stock on this car. Has rust in the usual spots (bubbles in the paint), bottom of the doors, around the
headlight etc, a few chips in the paint here and there. No rust through. Should just be able to sand it down and repaint. Feel free to ask
questions or I can send pics if you need them.
$ 7,000
OR
Dan
503-975-8728
moovinfast@hotmail.com
01-Oct-03
1971 Austin Sportpack 1.3 Carb - This is a fine example of a Austin Mini Cooper Sport, Direct from Germany. This is a left hand drive
car.79hp Unleaded engine, with Modern subframes and upgraded to 90's specs. 8.4"Power disc front brakes,7" rear drums, extra wide 13x6"
BMW alloy wheels/with 165x50 Yokohama's tires,3.75" Lamm arches. Gray velour seats and new carpets. This car is totally rust free, night
fire red Mini with immaculate body work done and fresh paint inside and out. This car is flawless!!!!
25-Sep-03
$ 7,900
OR
Chuck McAdams
541-902-9409
cmcmini@yahoo.com
1971 Mini 1340 - Very nice car. The engine is a 1340cc built by Jonspeed engineering 1700 miles ago, they have been established in Mini
racing for nearly 30 yrs. stage 2/3 head unleaded petrol,13/4 inch S/U carb with K/N cone filter,286 profile camshaft, electronic ignition,
Lucas sport coil, servo assisted brakes, brand new battery, LCB into Maniflow 1 7/8inch exhaust, NEW 4 speed cooper gearbox 3:4
differential rebuilt 5000 miles ago,8.4 inch discs with new injection calipers 1000miles old, Goodrich stainless steel hoses front and back,
Cooper 'S' drums, new Lucas pistons fitted, rebuilt brake bias box, Waxoyled throughout car, heavy duty adjustable tie-rods,1.5 negative
camber front and back, Self adjust rear shocks Hi-Lo's, Spax front, Re-wired front harness 1 month ago, Quick steering rack, quick shift,
rear cage,green,3 dial dash,5 extra dials, temp, oil pressure, fuel, vacuum gauge, amp meter, brand new 3 core special radiator, heavy duty
engine stabilizer bars, fiber glass lift off front,4 point harness's, F.I.A Cobra Monaco seats,13 by 7inch Starmag wheels with Yokohama
tires 175-50 R13. The oil has been changed every 700 miles, produce 105 bhp. US $10,000+ in receipts. Very fast BRG Mini.
$ 7,999
TX
Camilo A
rallychampion2002@hotmail.com 29-Sep-03
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